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ASYCUDA World Implementation
Benefits


Software is provided at no cost to users
along with training



It allows for the seamless transfer of
information and the development of edocuments.



It provides for transparency at all levels
of the cargo reporting and releasing
processes.



Software that is developed nationally
can be fully integrated into the ASYCUDA
environment in the future.



Facilitate and improve the calculation,
collection and accounting of Customs
Duties and other charges.

Simplifying
Goods
Clearance
Benefits for You
St. Kitts and Nevis Customs and Excise Department
P O Box 1
Bird Rock Road
Basseterre
St. Kitts

CONCLUSION

Phone: (869) 466 7227
Fax: (869) 465 8519
E-mail: asycuda@skncustoms.com

ASYCUDA World will save your business time and
confirm the status of your goods from the comfort of

Importation procedures will have never been as simple
and hassle free; thanks to ASYCUDA World.

Easier for you
to work anytime! Anywhere!



money. You will be able to submit declarations and
your office or home.

ASYCUDA

Nevis Division
Long Point
Nevis
Phone/Fax: (869) 469 0705
Phone: (869) 469 5521 x 2159
E-mail: neviscustoms@gmail.com

Learn more about this system that will assist your
business to have its goods and supplies more quickly
in stock and ready for the market.

ASYCUDA WORLD

Training is available to all carrier agents, Customs

Tel: (869) 466 7227

brokers and importers to take advantage of hands on
training that will prepare them for this innovation in
cargo processing and release.

ASYCUDA WORLD

Produced by the St. Kitts and Nevis ASYCUDA Team

Goods Clearance
that’s better for you

The ASYCUDA World suite of services brings an

trade sector stakeholders of the countries in
which it has already been introduced.



This system promotes and supports the application to modern cargo processing and release
principles that all Customs Administrations

Consistency - Authorized users will have a
single document from which to work in each
instance. Information changes will be instantly
accessible to all authorized users.



Accountability - All activities carried out on the
system will be recorded such that the time and
date of all data input will be stored for future
reference as well as the name of the authorized
user who had input or modify data.

It has proven to be a Customs clearance tool that
examination practices and other controls.
The system is designed to offer value to all front
end and back end users, for ease of reporting
and doing business for carriers, agents and



importers to a more secure basis for the generation
and dissemination of statistical data.
Approved users of the ASYCUDA World System
can access information from anywhere in the
world as the service works on desktops, laptops

Paperless - Going green is a sign of social and
environmental responsibility. ASYCUDA World
helps to reduce paper consumption through
100% generation of documentation and data.



would target.

ensures full trader compliance, transparent

BENEFITS FOR THE GOVERNMENT

BENEFITS FOR THE TRADER

abundance of benefits to the government and



Faster Clearance Times - Your goods processed
through Customs and delivered to you more
quickly.
Direct Trader Input - This gives the trader the
flexibility to submit documents at any time of
the day and not just during traditional working
hours.



Increased in Revenue Collection at Customs
through improved import procedures



Real-time Statistics - Customs and the
ports authorities will have a more secure
online access to real-time information on
cargo received, cargo released and current
cargo inventory



Improvement in Trade Facilitation - easier
movement of goods through our ports
strengthens the trading capabilities of the
nation.



Greater Risk Management Capabilities selection of the risk of every transaction
allows for controls that ensure compliance.



Systems Integration with other Government Systems - Customs will be directly
linked to other agencies such as trade and
statistics departments. Through the single
window portal there is access to licensing
agencies.

and all smart devices that have a reliable internet connection.

ASYCUDA WORLD

ASYCUDA brings an end to lost and misplaced
documents that would have been submitted.
Every transaction can be monitored by the importer

unto its satisfactory completion.
ASYCUDA World is for you and your business.
Please feel free to contact us.

Works on all your smart devices.
Anytime. Anywhere.

